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If you are looking for a fast and light weighted CMS website development solution, look nowhere
else than PSD to WordPress conversion. The popularity of WordPress needs no introduction with it
being the most popular CMS in the world holding a market share of more than 45% in the CMS
industry. From small startup businesses to large Multi-National Companies, this web development
technique finds its usage far and wide. In other terms every second CMS website is developed in
WordPress. This isn't an over statement but a testimony to factors you benefit from when you
convert PSD to HTML/WordPress.

Advantages of PSD to WordPress Theme

1. Fast and Light Weight - Most businesses need a fast and light weight website which has few
pages of information about their business. PSD to CSS/WordPress is the ideal way of developing
such websites. The theme is customized to meet the needs of the business and attract the users
with its visual appeal.

2. Extendable - WordPress websites are highly extendable which make them such favorites for the
developers. A custom theme can be extended anytime with the growing needs of the business. This
helps in keeping you in sync with the latest trends in the market. Along with this you can also
achieve high levels of functionality with the use of third-party plugins.

3. SEO Friendly - A website developed from PSD is highly friendly towards the search engines as
they have clean codes. Such websites are coded using semantic coding techniques where each
and every element is well defined making it easy for web spiders to index your page. The W3C
validated code ensures that the website renders easily on the browser. Manual coding keeps the
code base low which helps in attracting more traffic to the website.

4. CSS Advantage - A Cascading Style Sheet allows you to keep the size of all the HTML pages as
the visual attributes such as the color scheme, font size etc. are controlled by the CSS. When a user
visits the website a CSS file downloads into the cache reducing the time required for a website to
render on the web browser significantly.

5. Browser Compatibility - The performance of a website is often judged by the time it takes to load
on different browsers. A website custom developed using this technique will render uniformly across
all the major browsers such as Firefox, Opera, Chrome, Safari and Internet Explorter.

6. No Nonsense CMS - This is the best way to define WordPress. It not just allows one to build fast
websites but also allows the users to manage the website without any knowledge of coding. An
average user can manage a website using a web based interface which serves as the biggest
advantage of this CMS.

These advantages contribute to the immense popularity of PSD to XHTML//WordPress conversion
technique for developing fast and light weight website. When it comes to developing such websites,
hire the services of professional firms which have expertise in this web development technique.
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